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PERFORMANCE ROLLERSHADE

Clutch, Bracket
& Cover Colors

Architecturally simple, the contemporary rollershade style is both beautiful
and highly functional. Designed for the material to roll up at the top of the
window, tuck under a valance or for concealment inside a soffit structure.
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SHADE OPERATION

··Shade fabrics roll up around an extruded heavy-duty aluminum tube.
Size of tube dependent on material selection and dimensions of shade
··Operating clutch system color-coordinated to fabric unless otherwise specified
(white, vanilla, grey, brown, black)
··Mounting brackets coordinate with clutch unless otherwise specified. If available,
covers will match clutch color when ordering outside mount shades
··Metal ball chain loop color-coordinated to fabric unless otherwise specified

SHADE DETAILS

··Regular roll standard (fabric rolls off back of tube). Reverse roll available
(fabric rolls off front of tube)
··Shade fabric measures 1"‐ 1¼" narrower than specified width to accommodate
for operating mechanism and brackets (see inside mount gaps below)
··Sewn bottom flat hem with aluminum internal hem bar
··If shade is specified wider than the width of the material it will be railroaded
Metal Ball Chain Colors

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

··To cover light gaps on top of window, consider specifying a valance
··Shades with lengths over three times the width may track
unevenly and are therefore not recommended
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··We recommend hiring a professional installer to ensure shades are level and
shimmed for proper operation. Frayed edges caused by improper installation
will not be covered under craftsmanship warranty

Inside Mount Light Gaps

Clutch
Each Side: 9⁄16" - 5/8"

Motor-Clutch
Each Side: 5/8" - 11⁄16"

24V DC
Each Side: 5/8" - 11⁄16"

Motorized 120V AC
Each Side: 11⁄16" - 1"

Automation

Cover: SW5051 Truffle, Rollershade
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